Protein function prediction has been the most worked upon and the most challenging problem for computational biologists. The vast majority of known proteins have yet not been characterised experimentally, and there is significant gap between their structures and functions. New un-annotated sequences are being added to the public protein databases (e.g. UniprotKB) at an enormous pace [1] . Such proteins with unknown functions might play key role in the metabolism, growth and development regulation. Thus, if functions of unknown proteins left undiscovered, researchers may skip important information(s). Based on their sequence, structure, evolutionary history, and their association with other proteins, tools of computational biology can provide insights into the function of proteins [2]. For proteins with well characterised close relatives, it is trivial to infer function. Orphan proteins without discernible sequence relatives present a greater challenge [3] . Here the task of experimental characterisation is blind and becomes unwieldy. It is highly unlikely that all known proteins will ever be completely experimentally characterised [4]. Thus, there is an emergent need to develop fast and accurate computational approaches to fulfil this requirement. Towards this end, we prepared a dataset for protein function prediction by extracting protein sequences and annotations of reviewed prokaryotic proteins Gene Ontology (Molecular Function) terms, samples were filtered, and 171,212 proteins were retrieved for feature generation. The Dataset was generated by calculating the sequence, sub-sequence, physiochemical, annotation-based features for each 171,212 reviewed proteins using method in [10]. These features constitute a total of 9890 attributes for each sequence of protein along with 1739 Gene Ontology terms. Each protein sequence is assigned one or more of 1739 Gene Ontology (Molecular Function) term as its target label. The Dataset contains the Entry and Entry name of each sequence corresponding to UniprotKB Database. This dataset being huge in size (171,212 samples X 9890 features, 1739 classes with multiple values) and equipped with enough number of positive and negative samples of each 1739 class, is good for testing efficiency of any upcoming deep learning models [5] . We divided the full dataset of 171,212 reviewed proteins in the ratio 3:1 to form Train/Test dataset 1; train dataset with 128,409 samples and test dataset with 42,803 samples to facilitate training of a deep learning model. The train and test datasets are stratified to contain good proportion of each 1739 classes. We then prepared a dataset 2 of pathogenic unreviewed proteins of the 9 bacterial phyla each with 9890 features same as train/train dataset of reviewed proteins but without target labels in order to predict their functions using deep learning model proposed in [5] .
Data
The 171,212 extracted reviewed protein samples belong to 9 bacterial phyla Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Chlamydiae, Cyanobacteria, Firmicutes, Fusobacteria, Proteobacteria, Spirochaetes and Tenericutes. Each Phyla has a Train and Test.csv (comma separated values) files, where Train file contains the 75% of data and Test file contains 25% of the data from each Phyla. A Test dataset 2 was constructed for pathogenic unreviewed protein sequences belonging to 9 bacterial Phyla. These entries in UniProtKB have yet not received any annotation [1e4] towards Gene Ontology and therefore can be used for prediction.
Each data file contains the following columns given below in points 1 to 8.
Entry
Entry is the unique ID given to each protein entry available on UniProtKB.
Entry name
Entry name is a mnemonic identifier for the unique ID provided to each protein entry.
Sequence
Amino acid sequence for the corresponding protein entry.
Sequence based Features
These are the attributes guided by the primary structure of protein.
Physicochemical Features
These are the attributes based on the physical and chemical properties of the monomeric unit of a protein i.e. an amino acid.
Annotation based features
These are the attributes based on already present annotations regarding subcellular localisation, binding preference of proteins and presence of transmembrane regions.
Subsequence based features
These are the attributes corresponding to the local similarities within a given protein sequence.
Gene Ontology (Molecular Function domain only) terms
The following are the names of supplementary data files along with their short description: Dataset 1 (FASTA files of Dataset 1): Fasta Sequences of 171,212 proteins of 9 bacterial phyla in 2 parts with names "Dataset1 non-proteo.fasta" (containing fasta sequences of all proteins of phylum other than proteobacterium) and "Dataset1 proteo.fasta" (containing fasta sequences of all proteins of phylum proteobacterium).
These two fasta files are zipped together (fasta seq of dataset.zip). Dataset 2 (Train Dataset 1): with feature vectors extracted from reviewed proteins (75% of 171,212 reviewed proteins) of 9 Bacterial phyla. A total of 18 excel sheets all zipped, also available on project's GitHub repository.
Dataset 3 (Test Dataset 1): with feature vectors extracted from reviewed proteins (25% of 171,212 reviewed proteins) 9 Bacterial phyla. A total of 12 excel sheets all zipped, also available on project's GitHub repository.
Dataset 4 (Test Dataset 2): with feature vectors extracted from unreviewed and hypothetical Proteins of 9 Bacterial phyla from pathogenic bacterial species (9 excel sheets all zipped).
Dataset 5: Predictions on Test Dataset 2 (9 excel sheets all zipped).
Experiment design, materials, and methods
Using web-scraping libraries in Python [7] , reviewed proteins of 9 bacterial phyla were extracted from UniprotKB. These samples were filtered based on the relevant 1739 Gene Ontology (belonging to molecular function domain only) terms. Further, for each sample, Motifs were extracted from Prosite server [9] using Python. These Motifs were analysed to remove redundancy and added as feature in dataset. Finally, for each sample, Sequence-based, sub-sequence-based [8] , annotation-based and Physiochemical features were calculated along with Gene Ontology (Molecular Function) as a target label (If a sample consist a GO term, it had 1 in the corresponding column, else 0). All the features are generated using method in [10] utilising the following packages: Biopython [7] , and I-feature [6] . The dataset acquired is then randomly split into two parts: Train (75%) and Test (25%) for each phylum, each of which is stratified to contain good proportion of each 1739 classes.
Every Train/Test dataset which is part of this bacterial phyla dataset for protein function prediction is having 9890 features and 1739 GO terms stored in excel (CSV) sheet format. Test dataset 2 is not having any target label associated with its entries as this dataset is used for predictions and belongs to hypothetical and unreviewed category.
A complete list of these 9890 features extracted for training/testing is shown below and summarised in Table 1 [5] : (Note: Entry, Entry name and Sequence may not be used for training but they are present in each csv file). TAA,TAC,TAD,  TAE,TAF,TAG,TAH,TAI,TAK,TAL,TAM,TAN,TAP,TAQ,TAR,TAS,TAT,TAV,TAW,TAY,TCA,TCC,TCD,TCE,  TCF,TCG,TCH,TCI,TCK,TCL,TCM,TCN,TCP,TCQ,TCR,TCS,TCT,TCV,TCW,TCY,TDA,TDC,TDD,TDE,TDF,TDG,  TDH,TDI,TDK,TDL,TDM,TDN,TDP,TDQ,TDR,TDS,TDT,TDV,TDW,TDY,TEA,TEC,TED,TEE,TEF,TEG,TEH,  TEI,TEK,TEL,TEM,TEN,TEP,TEQ,TER,TES,TET,TEV,TEW,TEY,TFA,TFC,TFD,TFE,TFF,TFG,TFH,TFI,TFK,  TFL,TFM,TFN,TFP,TFQ,TFR,TFS,TFT,TFV,TFW,TFY,TGA,TGC,TGD,TGE,TGF,TGG,TGH,TGI,TGK,TGL,TGM,  TGN,TGP,TGQ,TGR,TGS,TGT,TGV,TGW,TGY,THA,THC,THD,THE,THF,THG,THH,THI,THK,THL,THM,  THN,THP,THQ,THR,THS,THT,THV,THW,THY,TIA,TIC,TID,TIE,TIF,TIG,TIH,TII,TIK,TIL,TIM,TIN,TIP,TIQ,  TIR,TIS,TIT,TIV,TIW,TIY,TKA,TKC,TKD,TKE,TKF,TKG,TKH,TKI,TKK,TKL,TKM,TKN,TKP,TKQ,TKR,TKS,  TKT,TKV,TKW,TKY,TLA,TLC,TLD,TLE,TLF,TLG,TLH,TLI,TLK,TLL,TLM,TLN,TLP,TLQ,TLR,TLS,TLT,TLV,TLW,  TLY,TMA,TMC,TMD,TME,TMF,TMG,TMH,TMI,TMK,TML,TMM,TMN,TMP,TMQ,TMR,TMS,TMT,TMV,  TMW,TMY,TNA,TNC,TND,TNE,TNF,TNG,TNH,TNI,TNK,TNL,TNM,TNN,TNP,TNQ,TNR,TNS,TNT,TNV,  TNW,TNY,TPA,TPC,TPD,TPE,TPF,TPG,TPH,TPI,TPK,TPL,TPM,TPN,TPP,TPQ,TPR,TPS,TPT,TPV,TPW,TPY,  TQA,TQC,TQD,TQE,TQF,TQG,TQH,TQI,TQK,TQL,TQM,TQN,TQP,TQQ,TQR,TQS,TQT,TQV,TQW,TQY,  TRA,TRC,TRD,TRE,TRF,TRG,TRH,TRI,TRK,TRL,TRM,TRN,TRP,TRQ,TRR,TRS,TRT,TRV,TRW,TRY,TSA,  TSC,TSD,TSE,TSF,TSG,TSH,TSI,TSK,TSL,TSM,TSN,TSP,TSQ,TSR,TSS,TST,TSV,TSW,TSY,TTA,TTC,TTD,TTE,  TTF,TTG,TTH,TTI,TTK,TTL,TTM,TTN,TTP,TTQ,TTR,TTS,TTT,TTV,TTW,TTY,TVA,TVC,TVD,TVE,TVF,TVG,  TVH,TVI,TVK,TVL,TVM,TVN,TVP,TVQ,TVR,TVS,TVT,TVV,TVW,TVY,TWA,TWC,TWD,TWE,TWF,TWG,  TWH,TWI,TWK,TWL,TWM,TWN,TWP,TWQ,TWR,TWS,TWT,TWV,TWW,TWY,TYA,TYC,TYD,TYE,  TYF,TYG,TYH,TYI,TYK,TYL,TYM,TYN,TYP,TYQ,TYR,TYS,TYT,TYV,TYW,TYY,VAA,VAC,VAD,VAE,VAF,  VAG,VAH,VAI,VAK,VAL,VAM,VAN,VAP,VAQ,VAR,VAS,VAT,VAV,VAW,VAY,VCA,VCC,VCD,VCE,VCF,  VCG,VCH,VCI,VCK,VCL,VCM,VCN,VCP,VCQ,VCR,VCS,VCT,VCV,VCW,VCY,VDA,VDC,VDD,VDE,VDF,  VDG,VDH,VDI,VDK,VDL,VDM,VDN,VDP,VDQ,VDR,VDS,VDT,VDV,VDW,VDY,VEA,VEC,VED,VEE,VEF,  VEG,VEH,VEI,VEK,VEL,VEM,VEN,VEP,VEQ,VER,VES,VET,VEV,VEW,VEY,VFA,VFC,VFD,VFE,VFF,VFG,  VFH,VFI,VFK,VFL,VFM,VFN,VFP,VFQ,VFR,VFS,VFT,VFV,VFW,VFY,VGA,VGC,VGD,VGE,VGF,VGG,VGH Transmembrane, DNA Binding, Metal Binding, Nucleotide Binding, cytoplasm, membrane, cell wall, secreted, periplasm, cell surface, cell envelope, chlorosome, cellular thylakoid membrane, cellular cromatopore membrane, single-pass membrane protein, multi-pass membrane protein, peripheral membrane protein.
